
ESSAY ON SEVEN WONDERS OF THE

Free Essay: There are seven most remarkable structures of ancient times and I'm going to write about four out of the
seven. The statue of Zeus, which was.

The Lighthouse of Alexandria was located in Alexandria, Egypt the Pharos was actually located on the tiny
limestone island that sat in front of the harbor, it was built on the island of Pharos, to help guide trade ships
Different types and sizes of computers find uses throughout society in the storage and handling of data, from
secret governmental files to banking transactions to private household accounts. It was already more than 2,
years old in the time of the ancient Greeks. This is a great amphitheatre. A single column is built to remind
tourists its existence as an ancient wonder. There are many myths to the cause of its destruction; some claim
that it was destroyed by the lauseion fire in while others say it burnt with the temple in AD The Seven
Wonders of the Ancient World. They also serve as tourist destination. We have invented many things but we
should remember that not all of them are peaceful, because there are such inventions as nuclear weapons, atom
bombs, etc. Natural resources are being exhausted. It is feet tall and was made out of about 2. The great
pyramids of Egypt These are the buildings most associated with Egypt. Some are huge and some very small
compared to the Great Pyramid of Giza. Great scientists like Copernicus other great scientists developed
theories that provided the foundations for more modern thought The Roman emperor Augustus in expressing
his rulership also drew from Egyptian sculpture when he had himself depicted as a statue of Menkaure an
ancient Egyptian king with all the Egyptian trimmings of robe, crown, and pos Your time is important.
Although it was destroyed its importance made the people build it back severally, although it was finally
destroyed in a raid in BC. Easter Land Statues Is a collection of 25 metre-high stone sculptures by the society
of Polynesian and is believed to be erected between 10th and 16th century. The new seven wonders of the
world were announced on July 7, in Lisbon,Portugal after a much hyped worldwide poll. Mudslides and
glacial erosion erode the carved granite and on the opposite end of the spectra in the dry seasons vegetation
becomes very flammable There are in fact many structures and artifacts that have survived from those
civilizations. Networks enable connected computers to rapidly exchange information and in some cases, to
share a workload, so that many computers may cooperate in performing a task. No other building reached that
height until the Eiffel Tower was created in Putnam  The announcement was made in Lisbon since it was a
neutral country because no historical places was a contender for the new seven wonders from the country. The
new seven wonders project kicked off in by the swiss adventure Bernard Weber, rectifies a problem with the
old list. Computer networks have become increasingly important in the development of computer technology.
It is believed that this garden was built in the middle of a Mesopotamian desert.


